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A Revolutionary Approach to Supply-Chain Infrastructure
Designed for Participants Involved in the Movement of Products






How many hands interact with a product before it reaches the end-user? 

The answer varies widely depending on the industry and size of the system in which a product is made and moved. Still, the number of transactions and interactions between distinctive entities in a typical supply-chain is almost always greater than expected. 

Even the most straightforward supply-chains are full of unavoidable complexities and costly inefficiencies. These logistical and communicative issues make it extremely difficult for small-to-midsize businesses to expand into global markets. Businesses using traditional supply-chain system are in dire need of more streamlined methods for participant and product interactions. 

SupplyBloc Technology is a blockchain integrated system that offers complete transparency, trackability, and optimization of interactions within a supply-chain network. With an innovative combination of blockchain, communications, and software development technologies, SupplyBloc is revolutionizing businesses’ approach toward the management of supply-chain infrastructure. 
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PRE-ICO SALE STARTS IN




0Weeks0Days

0Hours0Minutes0Seconds

	Token Price

	1SUPX = 0.15$


	PRE-ICO SALE

	BONUS 35%




The SUPX token is an integral facilitator of transactions within the SupplyBloc system. SUPX can be used to complete smart contracts, reward platform participants, and provide payments within auxiliary application systems. 

The SUPX token presale offers a 35% bonus opportunity for contributors eager to receive SUPX at the lowest possible rate. SupplyBloc’s Pre-ICO sale of SUPX will last from May 15th 2018 to June 15th 2018. Join the SupplyBloc revolution today!



Get Whitelisted

Acceptable forms of payment include:

BTC, ETH & LTC. 
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About






Solving the Issues of Industrial Expansion at Home and Abroad 

SupplyBloc is designed to help businesses meet and exceed the various demands of industrial expansion. This is done through three key means: Transparency, Trackability, and Unification. 

Transparency & Trackability - A New Outlook on Product Life-Cycles 

SupplyBloc Technology registers and records all pieces and participants within a supply-chain system. Every interaction between these individual entities and elements is immutably recorded and easily audited through the SupplyBloc platform. This makes complete transparency and trackability unavoidable, fostering a new and invigorating outlook on the management of product life-cycles. 

Unification - The Rosetta Stone of Supply Chain Management 

The SupplyBloc platform offers a unifying and yet decentralized system for each traditionally distinct and disparate participant in a supply-chain to interact and communicate on common grounds. SupplyBloc Technology delivers a type of rosetta stone for managing transactions, communications, and exchanges across a unified supply-chain network. 
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Our Mission






Fostering Growth and Optimization Through Innovative Management Solutions  

SupplyBloc was founded with the mission of solving the greatest problems that businesses face in global commerce and e-commerce, namely those involved with supply-chain management. Our solution rests on a foundation of deeply complex blockchain technology, but our vision is actually quite simple:

Imagine a fully integrated system across the entire supply-chain.

The system begins with production - the moment the order is placed and leaves the factory, field, or farm - and ends with the delivery of the finished product to the customer’s doorstep. 

Now imagine that this entire system is federated in decentralized distributed applications and transparent blockchain smart contracts. No more bottlenecks, disparity of participants, or inefficient interactions. This is a completely optimized flow of products and information from point A-to-B. 

This is SupplyBloc, the future of supply-chain management.















Problems






How Did We End Up Here?




INEFFECTIVE TRACKING = LESS TRANSPARENCY AND CORRUPTION




	Ineffective tracking of materials, resources, and products along the supply-chain
	Poorly implemented tracking and handling services leads to a degradation of transparency and increased corruption due to self-interest




MANAGING CUSTOMER RELATIONS ON SUPPLY-CHAIN




	Inefficiencies in information/data flow cause many single-points of failure along the supply-chain
	Accurate and immediate flow of information is crucial to proper management of operations




KEEPING COSTS LOW ACROSS THE BOARD




	Supply-chain managers are tasked with cutting costs
	Cutting costs can be extremely difficult in a system that lacks transparency and involves several centralized nodes of information




MANAGING RISKS ON A SUPPLY-CHAIN




	Managing risks requires the ability to identify potential problems or point of failure in a timely manner
	It’s difficult to audit a supply-chain for risk assessment within a continuously evolving market structure




MANAGING PARTNER RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN A SUPPLY-CHAIN SYSTEM




	Traditional supply-chain system requires constant communication between two or more parties in order to achieve successful partnerships
	The maintenance of these relationships becomes increasingly complicated as factors in the system continue to evolve and adapt to the ever-changing market




FINDING TALENTED AND TRUSTWORTHY EMPLOYEES




	It’s becoming increasingly difficult for supply-chain managers to appeal to quality potential employees with the appropriate skill-sets
	Individual talent needs to align with core competencies of a company’s operations




DISPARITY OF VISION WITHIN A SUPPLY-CHAIN




	Supply-chain managers face a common issue of handling misaligned vision for operations between two or more partners within a system
	Inefficient transactions between participants within a system cause issues in cash-flow, conflicts of interest, and unnecessarily increased costs for everyone involved











Solutions






Shedding New Light on a Traditionally Dark System
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TRACKING & TRANSPARENCY
	We will unify shipment tracking across the Ethereum blockchain, using SupplyBloc to track individual encrypted geographic waypoints for each smart contract
	All nodes, raw materials, and finished products will be tracked within the SupplyBloc system on an immutable ledger, offering complete auditability and transparency of all interactions and transactions within the supply-chain







INTERGRATION WITH EXITING TRANSPORTATION SERVICE PROVIDERS
	SupplyBloc will enable existing transportation service providers to easily integrate blockchain-based tracking into their pre-established systems
	SupplyBloc does not require that entire supply-chains transition into using our blockchain technology all at once 
	As multiple partners within the same supply-chain begin to develop their business and incorporate SupplyBloc technology, entire methods for communication, tracking, and transactions will eventually be re-developed to completely incorporate the blockchain system







DECENTRALIZATION OF SUPPLY-CHAIN MANAGEMENT
	SupplyBloc removes the need for the inefficient and potentially corruptible centralized authority of supply-chain managers
	The use of smart contracts for transparent and efficient transactions, along with the secure monitoring of all materials on the supply-chain, allows SupplyBloc to provide a unique and inexhaustible method for managing all of the moving parts in a given system







CREATING UNPARALLED ASSET SECURITY
	SupplyBloc technology offers increased cargo visibility, permissions granting, immutability and encryption to dramatically decrease theft, corruption, and misplaced materials







INHERENTLY IMPROVING TRUST RELATIONS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS
	All transactions and interactions that occur between participants and materials within a supply-chain that uses SupplyBloc technology will be recorded and unchangeable, vastly improving the trust relations between the separate businesses involved.







UNIFYING THE MANAGEMENT OF THE SUPPLY-CHAIN
	SupplyBloc will begin as an open ecosystem through the development of the SupplyBloc API
	Our chain-link™ smart contract development system will be a subsequent platform that unifies the management of the supply-chain across a variety of individual participants
	Other platforms will be able to freely develop their own customizable systems based on our SupplyBloc API and chain-link™ system







Technology






Bringing Unparalleled Transparency and Trackability to Product Life-Cycles Through Blockchain Technology 
SupplyBloc connects various participants into one homogeneous information system with blockchain, smart contracts, API gateways, SDKs and proprietary user-facing applications.

 By offering an API, SupplyBloc ensures that developers within a supply-chain system can create a wide-variety of customizable applications that use the SupplyBloc blockchain platform as a foundation to implement day-to-day tasks.   This API also supports callback functionality and the ability to schedule automated searches within a system, allowing for participants to create efficiently mechanized systems for cross-checking and auditing the movement of parts along their supply-chain.






[image: SupplyBloc connects various participants into one homogeneous information system with Blockchain, smart contracts, API gateways, SDKs and proprietary user-facing applications.]



Our development team will prioritize the usage of SDKs created by SupplyBloc and installed by counterparties. This approach has an advantage of preserving the decentralized nature of the system, where there is no centralized application in a form of an API gateway.






[image: SupplyBloc Blockchain API Gateway]




Token Info






SUPX - An Integral Facilitator of Transactions Within the SupplyBloc Platform




Start date for token sale:

12:00 AM (PST) on May 15th, 2018

Methods of payment accepted:

BTC. ETH, LTC

Soft cap = 1,000,000 USD



Hard cap = 40,000,000 USD

Initial Exchange Rate for SUPX tokens =

0.15 USD= 1 SUPX tokens

Total available token supply (max limit):

750,000,000



Minimum purchase quantity for tokens:

1,000 SUPX TOKEN

Ticker Symbol: SUPX



ICO BONUSES




[image: SUPX – An Integral Facilitator of Transactions Within the SupplyBloc Platform]




BOUNTY AND REFFERAL CAMPAIGN
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	No additional SUPX tokens will get created, mined, or minted once the ICO period concludes. 
	In the ICO phase, if the project does not meet its soft cap goal, the invested funds will be refunded.
	Once the ICO phase reaches the set hard cap, the process of ICO will end immediately.
	The tokens scheduled for the developers of SupplyBloc are kept locked for the first two years after ICO phase and version period schedule is four and six months.
	There is a six-month lock on the SUPX tokens of the early supporters of the project and the advisors.











ALLOCATION OF TOKEN SALE PROCEEDS






 
 

Upon the conclusion of the ICO process, all of the sold SUPX tokens will account for 60% of total avail- able tokens. 25% of the tokens will be set aside for the developers of the SupplyBloc project, 5% tokens are to be kept secured for the advisors, 5% for the early buyers, and 5% towards the proposed bounty program.



TOKEN DISTRIBUTION




 
 

In the SupplyBloc ecosystem, multiple rewards will exist in the form of SUPX tokens only. Furthermore, SUPX tokens will also serve as one of the accepted method of payments on the platform. SupplyBloc will eventually roll out acceptance of SUPX tokens as a means for payment on the auxiliary platforms of SupplyBloc partners and other service providers.
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Whitepaper




Writing New Chronologies of Product Life-Cycles














WHITEPAPER
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Applications






SupplyBloc Technology is adaptable, customizable, and readily integrated into your current supply-chain system




SupplyBloc offers API gateways and SDKs that allow participants in the network to develop fully customizable user-facing applications that function within our platform. This ensures that the power of SupplyBloc Technology can be easily applied to unique supply-chain iterations in any industry. Whether you’re a supply-chain participant in fashion, e-commerce & retail, cannabis, or any other industry, your business can readily take advantage of the innovative blockchain-based solutions provided by SupplyBloc. In a few year we aim to be accessible by all the crypto exchanges like Bittrex, BitMex, Binance and other well known auto trading platforms like the news spy https://coincierge.de/news-spy/


  


Below are some examples of how SupplyBloc Technology can be customized, adapted, and applied to specific industries: 













Cannabis & Seed-to-Sale


As the cannabis industry experiences rapid growth and development, the logistical complications involving regulatory inspections and compliance are increasing exponentially. Difficulties in transportation, product testing, customer verification, and several other nuanced issues can be easily resolved with SupplyBloc’s Seed-to-Sale API. On top of our customizable application development platform, we’ve also developed Leaf, a user-facing turnkey solution that utilizes innovative seed-to-sale methodologies in conjunction with the SupplyBloc blockchain-based platform. 







eCommerce


Worldwide eCommerce is projected to surpass $3 trillion per year by 2019. The seemingly countless moving parts within these growing eCommerce service architectures create endless opportunities for inefficiencies and corrupted data flow. SupplyBloc is offering an eCommerce API that will foster streamlined processes for managing resourcing databases, online marketplace platforms, CRM software, and the various other digital channels for facilitating globalized commerce across the Internet. 







Fashion


The fashion industry has been steadily adapting to an increasing consumer consciousness regarding ethically sourced materials. Within these vast networks of raw material sourcing, textile manufacturing, clothes designing, and consumer retailing, keeping track of everything that goes into a product from point A-to-B is no easy feat. SupplyBloc is providing an API and SDK specifically designed to alleviate the headaches involved with supply-chain management within the fashion industry. Participants in these supply-chain networks will be able to create customized user-facing applications uniquely suited to their niche markets. Making ethical and efficient sourcing, production, and distribution decisions will be more achievable than ever. 



Download OnePage
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Seed-to-Sale OnePage


Download OnePage
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eCommerce OnePage


Download OnePage
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Fashion OnePage




Roadmap






The Future of Supply-Chain Management Doesn’t Stop Here
SupplyBloc is dedicated to expanding the technological and logistical boundaries of supply-chain management. The ICO launch is merely the beginning of a remarkably bright future for SupplyBloc Technology. As more participants join the SupplyBloc network and adopt our technology, the power and utility of the system will grow exponentially. 
Impact of Bitcoin on the global supply chain is high. For shipping large quantity of goods and making international payment, Bitcoin allows to make secure payment. Bitcoin and other decentralized technology makes revolutions in the Supply chain Industry. Automated bitcoin trading has now come to place , to manage critical transactions and also do trading in a perfect way. Check out https://bitcoinup.io/pl/ for understanding it clearly.

We’re excited to continue revolutionizing approaches toward supply-chain infrastructure and management.
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Meet the SupplyBloc Team
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ROBERT MCNULTY

CO-FOUNDER & CEO
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RUDY BRATHWAITE

CO-FOUNDER & CIO
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JEFFREY AARONSON

CFO
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MEREDITH MENTZER

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS
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EVERETT CONRAD

DIRECTOR OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
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IHOR PIDRUCHNY

BLOCKCHAIN & SMART CONTRACT DEVELOPER
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ANDREW ZUBKO

BLOCKCHAIN & SMART CONTRACT DEVELOPER
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GLENN HAWKINS

DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL MARKETING










Advisors
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RHETT MCNULTY

Startup Entrepreneur and Advisor
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ANTHONY SHIPP

CEO M. Dyer & Son, Inc.
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BO WHITE

CEO Click Here Publishing
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STEVE BENSON

Director, Quality Assurance at Mirum Agency
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LEE WOLFE

Director, Risk Management, NetApp
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ALEX HINOJOSA

President of HCRM Corp
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ROB DIXON

District Sales Manager at CDW
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JESSICA VELAZQUEZ

Partner at JV & Associate, CPAs
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DAVID MOTTA

Entrepreneur & Strategist
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BENJAMIN BUNKER

Owner/Managing Attorney




LinkedIn
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SAM OSBORN

Business intelligence










Stay Up-to-Date With Our Revolution in Supply-Chain Management!
Subscribe to the SupplyBloc Newsletter to be the first to hear about our latest news and updates 

Learn more about our ongoing project developments and other industry news below:
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				Supply Bloc Pre-ICO Sale			

				
			The SUPX Pre-ICO begins on May 15th 2018 at 12:00AM PST and ends on June 15th 2018 at 12:00AM PST. 

Unlike many other tokenized systems, the SupplyBloc Technology platform uses SUPX as an integral facilitator of transactions. By establishing rapid and efficient flow of rewards and payments within the SupplyBloc system, SUPX is an inherently valuable token helping to revolutionize supply-chain management. Eager investors have the opportunity to receive a 35% bonus by purchasing SUPX during the Pre-ICO sale at the lowest possible rate. 

Name *First
Last


Enter a valid email address *Email
Confirm Email


What's your Telegram username?
What's your Twitter username?
Please indicate the amount with which you want to participate in the token sale (in USD)	USD 100 (minimum)
	USD 100 - 1,000
	USD 1,000 - 5,000
	USD 5,000 - 10,000
	USD 10,000 - 50,000
	USD 50,000 - 100,000
	USD +100,000


Your Country of Residence?

Name
Submit



A copy of your responses will be emailed to the email address you provided.
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